
MODULAR AUDIO/VIDEO RACKS

THE XT SERIES   The XT Series has been built for the serious connoisseur who recognizes 
the importance of bringing an aesthetic touch and grand functionality to a room. 
The XT Series design makes it possible to turn all of your audio/video components into 
the Ultimate Furniture Design System. The XT - Video Series is designed for the current 
generation video monitors. The XT-V3 (44)" can handle even the heaviest and highest end
video equipment. Curved and shaped 3/4” [ 19mm ] shelves that are available in natural
wood - Black Oak (B). 
Strong heavy gauge 2” x 2” [ 51mm x 51mm ] steel tubes create a rack system that is 
extremely strong and rigid. This priceless gem is a beautiful and magni�cent combination 
of strength, style and versatility.  It’s a must for those who only accept the best. 
XT-AA1 add-on units and casters are also available.

MODEL XT-A4 XT-V3 (44)” XT-AA1 

 HEIGHT 31.5” [ 800mm ] 22.0” [ 559mm ] 9.5” [ 241mm ] 

 WIDTH 26.5” [ 673mm ] 43.5” [ 1105mm ] 26.5” [ 672mm ] 

 DEPTH 19.5” [ 495mm ] 19.5” [ 495mm ] 19.5” [ 495mm ] 

USABLE LOWER SHELF SIZE

 WIDTH 21.5” [ 546mm ] 18.25" + 18.25” 21.5” [ 546mm ]      
   [ 464mm + 464mm 

 WIDTH (WITHOUT 
 CENTER TUBE) - 38.5” [ 978mm ] 

 DEPTH 18.25” [ 464mm ] 18.25” [ 464mm ] 18.25” [ 464mm ]     

 SHELF HEIGHT 8.75“ [ 222mm ] 8.75“ [ 222mm ] 8.75“ [ 222mm ] 

DIMENSIONS

XT-V3 (44)” (Black Oak) <B>
(with center tube installed)

XT-AA1 (Black Oak) <B>

XT-V3 (44)” (Black Oak) <B> 
(without center tube installed)

NOTE: All XT-V3 (44)” video units 
include the necessary hardware to 
allow you to assemble the unit with 
or without the mid-shelf center tube 
(for center-channel considerations).

XT-A4 (Black Oak) <B>

AVAILABLE SURFACESDETAILED FEATURES

XT SERIES Modular Audio/Video Racks

To compliment your system, we suggest adding
our speaker stands (refer to the Speaker Stand
section for deatils).


